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Relationships between SAR HH and VV backscatter strength to 
surface roughness are investigated using data from the Mojave Field 
Experiment in preparation for the SAR map of Venus to be acquired by 
the Magellan Project beginning in 1990. 

The Mojave Field Experiment was a consortium of earth and 
planetary science experiments carried out in the (California) Mojave 
Desert in May and June of 1988. Among the data obtained were quad- 
polarization, three-frequency, multiple-angle SAR data using the JPL 
Airborne Imaging Radar (AIR) flying aboard the NASA Ames Research 
Center DC-8. These data sets can be absolutely calibrated to produce 
normalized radar backscattering cross-section using external calibration 
targets. Data were collected over selected playa volcanic targets with 
roughness scales varying from several millimeters to a few meters. 
Simultaneously, teams of investigators on the ground sampled lithology, 
micro-topography, complex L-band dielectric constant and moisture 
content, both on the surface and at depth. 

The Magellan SAR and altimeter are S-band (12 cm wavelength) 
with like transmit and receive polarizations. Although its primary goal is 
to map 80% of the planet with HH-polarized data at incidence angles 
which vary as a function of latitude, during extended missions selected 
targets can be imaged with VV geometry by rotating the spacecraft. 
Multiple-angle data can also be collected using multiple orbits. 

L-band quad-polarization SAR data were reduced to HH and VV 
backscatter cross-section and cross-calibrated as a function of incidence 
angle using external targets to approximate the returns of which 
Magellan will be capable. Surface roughness statistics were derived from 
microtopography and used as input to a second-order Bragg-Rice 
electromagnetic interaction model to predict the returns. 

Correlation of HH, VV and HH/VV data with measured roughness 
will be shown and discussed. Predictions of the model will be compared 
with actual AIR data. Techniques for model inversion, which will allow 
predictions of Venus surface roughness given Magellan data, will be 
discussed. 

The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a 
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs) from the atmospheric collection, beside meteorites and lunar 

samples the third kind of extra-terrestrial matter to be studied on Earth, are small (typically 10 pa and 

<10-~g 111) and thus difficult to analyse. The individuality of each IDP requires non-destructive techni- 

ques for complementary studies with different techniques. Electron-microbeam techniques have been used 

most successfully to obtain valuable information on their structure and major element composition 121 and 

the compositional variability within IDPs [31. But signals from trace and some minor elements are obscured 

by electron-Bremsstrahlung. In contrast, both, Proton Induced X-ray EmissionTpectroscopy (PIES) as well 

as Synchrotron X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis (SYXFA), are affected much less by background-radiation and are 

thus much more sensitive. In addition both are non-destructive 141. 

Here we report PIXES & SYXFA results of the bulk chemical composition of some IDPs. PIXE analyses 
were performed on the Heidelberg Micro-PIXE [51 with a proton beam size widened to about 5x5 p2 to cover 

the IDP. To optimize the conditions for the analysis of different elements, proton energies were varied in 

the range 2-4 MeV and suitable absorbers (50, 150, and 200 m Be; 200 p Al) were employed to reduce pile- 
up signals. To convert fitted X-ray intensities to Fe-normalized element abundances, both, analyses of 

thin standards and theoretical calculations 161, were employed. For SYXFA we used the HASYLAB facilities 

at DESY in Hamburg with a DORIS-I1 storage-ring energy of 3.5 GeV and a current of 500 mA, a white photon 
2 

spectrum, and a beam size of about 10x10 pa . No attempts were made yet to increase the sensitivity for 
specific elements with a monochromator. The Si(Li) signals, after various corrections, were converted to 

relative intensities employing a similar approach as for PIXES. The PIXES and SYXFA data given below are 

accumulated from a number of spectra each. 

In a first step the two IDPs Bounce (#14-03-09A) and Zodiac (113-06-05A) were analysed with PIXES 

[71. Fig. 1 shows the atom-ratios of Bounce and Zodiac normalized to Fe and cosmic abundance and compared 

to those from an earlier Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM-EDX) analysis [81. The agreement of both re- 

sults is excellent. With PIXES, however, many more elements are detectable. Within a factor of two and the 

error limits, the composition of Zodiac is indistinguishable from CI-chondritic. For Bounce most atom-ra- 

tios are also CI-chondritic, but with the exceptions of Ca, K, Zn, and S, which are rather strongly deple- 

ted. Bounce and Zodiac were mounted on carbon foils held by Au- or Cu-grids and thus the detection of fur- 

ther elements by PIXES and the application of SYXFA were hampered. 

The two other IDPs SP85 (#LIZ-22B14) and SP87 (W2-22B25) were mounted on carbon foils held by Be- 

grids allowing the combined study with PIXES and SYXFA. Fig. 2 shows the atom-ratios, normalized to Fe and 

cosmic abundance, for the two particles obtained with both methods [9,101. Again, most elements determined 

quantitatively are present in cosmic proportions (within a factor of two). Some of the more volatile ele- 

ments like P, Cu, Ga, Sn, Br, and Zn are enriched. Unexpectedly, Ca is depleted in both and also in 

Bounce. Overall, the results obtained with PIXES and SYXFA are in good agreement. Deviations exist for Cu, 

Mn and Se of SP85 and Br of SP87, which differ by a factor of two or more. The size of the IDP SP85 is 

about 15 pm (larger than the exciting beams), so that different portions of it with different compositions 

could have been illuminated. 

The enrichments of volatile elements (relative to CI) may constitute a major finding of this study. 

It corroborates similar results from van der Stap et al. 1111. Before far reaching interpretations on 

their bearing on global early solar system fractionations are emanated, all other, less spectacular rea- 

sons should be excluded. We noted that the measured concentrations of C1, Se, and Br decreased in the 

course of the 7 PIXE exposures which may indicate a loose bond for these elements. In contrast, e.g. Zn 

and S were stable (SYXFA was done after one PIES). In the case of Br, of which the concentration in the 

air is known, one may estimate that the enrichment can be due to contamination during passage through the 

terrestrial atmosphere [121. 

The present study has shown that PIXES and SYXFA are valuable non-destructive methods for the multi- 

element analysis of micro-samples such as IDPs. Clearly the problem of sample heating during PIXES deser- 

ves further attention. Also attempts are required to distinguish indigenous elements from contaminants. 
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